order and A is a system normalizer of the group G = HA. That is, we assume that G has no central chief factor contained in H. In this situation there is surprisingly exact information available.
We conjecture that 1(G) = l(CG(A))+ 2 provided 1(G) > 3 (by l(K) we mean the nilpotent length of the solvable group K). In this paper we prove special cases of the conjecture.
For example if G is an A-group
(all Sylow subgroups abelian) or if 1(G) = 4, then the conjecture is true. We remark that these results are best possible in the sense that if either condition |A| prime or A a system normalizer of G = HA is relaxed then examples can be constructed
showing that precise equalities on 1(G) in terms of l(CG(A)) cannot always be expected.
We call attention to the preliminary Propositions 2 and 3, where we prove results that guarantee the existence of fixed points contained in fixed cosets, in the case of nonrelatively prime action.
Throughout the paper all groups will be solvable. If G is a group, 1(G) is the nilpotent length of G. We let K1 denote the saturated formation of groups of nilpotent length at most i.
The following results can be used to obtain fixed points in fixed cosets, in the case of nonrelatively prime action. We reduce the situation to Theorem 3.3 is PQR-invariant and H < R, then CH/¡¿P) = CH(P)K/K.
Proof. Suppose xK e CH/K(P). Then P*K = PK and KQP = KQPX. Also the chief factors of KQP contained in KQ are eccentric, so P is a system normalizer of KQP. Theorem 3.3 of [2] implies that P, P* are conjugate in KQP.
Thus there exist elements k e K, q e Q such that Px = Pkq. Then PH/H = PXH/H = PkqH/H = PqH/H and it follows that q = 1. Thus Px = Pk and x/T1 e N(P) r, H < C(P). This completes the proof of Proposition 1. = xh xt But xh j = xh2(h~ 1hl), and so (xh )g = xh t (h~ 1)8h8 = xh t It follows that h2(h2l)8t2l = hx{h-l)pt-1. P centralizes / and hence normalizes R . However P centralizes (x, Z(R))/Z(R) and R contains precisely one element of xZ(R). Therefore P centralizes R.
and an element in xZ(R). This completes the proof of Proposition 3-
The next lemma is trivial but useful.
Lemma 4. Let 1(G) = n and H < G. If H has a chief factor M/N such that liH/CHiM/N)) = n -1, then /(«) = n. The theorem now follows from Theorem 6.
We conclude the paper by giving examples that show two ways in which Theorem 6 is best possible. Finally, we remark that it may be possible to weaken the conditions on A, only assuming that A is contained in a system normalizer of G. That is in Theorem 5 we would assume that \G: G^\ = p, \A\ = p, and A is contained in a system normalizer. This would allow for central factors contained in G .
